How are healthcare institutions using Facebook to interact with online communities? Results from a case study in Central Pennsylvania
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ABSTRACT

Social media tools and applications are increasingly being integrated into modern medicine. However, little is known about how healthcare institutions are interacting online with their populations. In this case study, we identified a convenience sample of 11 institutions in Central Pennsylvania with Facebook Pages and evaluated their interactions with online communities. From May-June 2013, we noted type of healthcare institution (e.g. hospital, family practice); number of overall “likes” accrued by the healthcare facility; number of overall posts and “likes”, “comments”, and “content shares” associated with those posts; as well as number of location check-ins by “followers”. We thematically categorized each institutional post. Average number of Facebook Page “likes” was 2,261, and average number of overall posts was 28.9, or about one post every three days. On average, each post generated 16 “likes”, 1 comment, and 2.4 shares. Average number of location “check-ins” by visiting patients was 6,348. Most commonly published content across all Pages was advertisements (89%) and institutional news (89%). Patient populations in Central Pennsylvania are seeking out healthcare institutions on Facebook, although most communication appears unidirectional and involves institutional advertising and promotion. There are opportunities for institutions to focus on health promotion and undertake “social” preventive health strategies using social media.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Social media tools and applications encompassing blogs, social networks, video- and photo-sharing sites, wikis, and other media that enable real-time publishing of user content, have shown the potential to impact human behavior on a global scale. From their role in facilitating recent civil uprisings to serving as the infrastructure for “viral” fundraising efforts for Ebola and ALS, popular social media sites like Facebook (which has exceeded one billion users[1]) and Twitter have demonstrated a capacity to shape and influence world events.

Even in contemporary medicine, a profession predicated on privacy, confidentiality, and the sanctity of one-on-one relationships, social media have presented opportunities for healthcare professionals to expand reach with patients and increase public access to credible, science-based health mes-
Recent estimates of social media usage by doctors has risen from 41% in 2010 to 90% in 2011, while rates of use have been found to be above 90% for medical students, implying that future medical professionals may be more likely to integrate social media into their practice. Furthermore, a growing number of patients – particularly those with chronic conditions – are seeking out social media and other online sources to acquire health information, connect with others affected by similar conditions, and play a more active role in their healthcare decisions. Research has established that hospitals are increasingly integrating social media technology, and that Facebook Pages have been adopted by 94% of institutions in the US.

Despite this well-documented expansion of social media at all levels of medicine, little is known about how healthcare institutions are presently using social networking technologies such as Facebook to interact with the populations they serve. The goal of this case study was to select a convenience sample of healthcare institutions in one discreet region (Central Pennsylvania) and examine how they interacted with online communities via Facebook Pages.

2. METHODS
We used Google Maps to identify a comprehensive sample (n = 50) of hospitals and family practice/general medicine sites in Dauphin, Lebanon, and Lancaster counties in Central Pennsylvania. These three counties include a mix of rural and urban populations, with a total of 921,113 inhabitants. We then used Facebook’s search function to identify whether each identified institution actively maintained a “Page” – an online community Facebook has designed to serve as the official profile for entities, such as celebrities, brands or businesses. All institutions that had devoted Pages were included in the study.

Between May and July 2013, we observed all active Pages, creating a spreadsheet to note the type of healthcare institution (e.g. family practice clinics, hospitals, academic medical centers); number of overall Page “likes” accrued by the healthcare facility by July 2013; number of overall posts and the “likes”, “comments”, and “content shares” (i.e. users re-posting content to their pages) associated with particular posts; as well as the number of location check-ins by “followers” (a process through which users can share their current geographic location with friends in their network). We also noted: (1) whether the Pages permitted the posting of user content (or whether this was limited to site administrators), (2) whether Pages linked to other social media sites associated with the clinic (i.e. YouTube, Twitter, Pinterest pages), and (3) whether information from external websites was shared. Further, we thematically categorized each institutional post during the 3-month period into eleven potential content types: advertisements, age-specific postings (e.g. for retirees over 65), disease or condition-specific advice, disease or condition awareness or prevention, fundraising, health education, health topics in the news, institutional events, institutional news, population-specific postings (e.g. cancer survivors), and study recruitment. We used descriptive statistics to provide a quantitative overview of our findings.

3. RESULTS
Out of the initial list of 50 healthcare facilities, 11 were confirmed as having active Facebook Pages. Six Pages were family practice clinics with fewer than 15 physicians or advanced practice providers; four were hospitals, and one was an academic health center. One small family practice was excluded due to no content being published during the 3-month time frame for data collection study interval.

Across all Pages, average number of overall “likes” from the population was 2,261. Over the three-month interval, the average number of overall posts was 28.9, or about one post every three days. On average, each post generated 16 “likes”, 1 comment, and 2.4 shares. The average number of location “check-ins” by visiting patients was 6,348. Six of the Pages permitted the posting of user content on their “wall” while the other five limited posting privileges to approved site administrators. Three Pages linked to other forms of social media associated with the clinic, and 50% shared information from external websites.

With regard to thematic content, the type of post most commonly published across all Pages was advertisements (89%) and institutional news (89%), followed by information on health education (78%), postings about institutional...
events (78%), age-specific postings targeting specific populations (78%), disease or condition awareness or prevention (78%), disease or condition-specific advice (67%), fundraising (45%), study recruitment (22%), and health topics in the news (11%) (see Figure 1).

4. DISCUSSION

From our convenience sample, it appears a substantial number of community members are seeking out their healthcare institutions online on Facebook, although there is perhaps less active engagement than one might expect on a popular social networking platform. Specifically, while simpler forms of engagement (i.e., liking or sharing content) were frequent, there were fewer indications of deeper engagement through commenting and discussion. Most communication between healthcare institutions and patients thus appears from our sample to be unidirectional.

Another major finding is that healthcare institutions in our sample appeared to be almost uniformly using their Facebook Pages to advertise and post institutional news. Thus, there appears to be greater opportunity to move beyond institutional self-promotion and more robustly share health education content with Facebook users, as well as to use Pages as a means of recruiting for research studies, disseminating health topics in the news, or facilitating conversation with and between patients to promote beneficial health practices with “viral” potential (e.g., weight loss initiatives, walking or cycling groups, and support groups). By taking a more active educational role and leveraging the networking effect of these technologies, institutions could deepen patient awareness of public health issues and foster opportunities for patients to pose questions, gain a more nuanced understanding of how to care for themselves and their families, or feel greater affinity with the medical community. Drawbacks to increased engagement might include an increase in controversial or offensive responses from patients, or less professionalism and difficulty maintaining professional boundaries between patients and professionals (healthcare or otherwise) who might post content on an institutional Facebook Page, and potential litigation.[12] Ethical implications regarding patient privacy are also of potential concern, as social media sites are a platform on which users commonly share detailed and personal information.[13]

This study was limited to a convenience sample of healthcare institutions in one region of Pennsylvania, and thus the generalizability of our results is unclear. We also only noted the appearance of themes during a 3-month interval rather than analyzing the frequency of those themes on each Page. Furthermore, data collected in our study reflect the specific functionality of Facebook and related applications during a discreet period of time (2013). Future research might engage a larger or more regionally diverse sampling of medical institutions, and might follow a cohort over a longer interval of time.[14] It would also be useful to qualitatively document best practices undertaken by medical institutions that are successfully engaging the people they serve, and to identify meaningful outcomes that might become benchmarks for other efforts.

Given recent changes in US healthcare policy ushered in by passage of the Affordable Care Act, there is greater relative emphasis being placed on extending care into the community, communicating better with patients and families, and fostering team-based preventive care.[15] Further, national trends away from fee-for-service[16] may enable private practices to devote more resources for outreach to their patients through platforms such as social media. These changes in the healthcare environment should at the very least engender reflection on how social media such as Facebook – which provide unprecedented opportunities for cost-effective, one-to-many communication between institutions, health professionals and patients – can be most effectively integrated into current and future medical practice to contribute to public health.
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